This is the access code. I will need the documents printed as well as the emails. Thanks.

Pick up password is:

To answer some of your questions now:

[1] I accessed the record on 9/11/2013 at 11:43 ET. This is highlighted in GREEN on the Select Audit worksheet, row 64 and 65.

[2] I am sending worksheets titled 'Select Audit < 9-15-13,' 'Raw Data By Table,' and the summary fact sheet that DMDC commented on for USDI via SAFE as I cannot encrypt to you.
[3] The Select Audit will answer your #2 question. Records highlighted in RED on the Select Audit used the DOD ID (EDP ID) to pull the record and did not use the SSN.

[4] The Raw Data shows the visit requests, indoc, and debrief dates and times. Key items highlighted in yellow.

[5] Still pulling the data on the two individuals you requested for The Experts, Inc.

If you have any more questions, please let me know.

Thank you,

______________________________
From: [redacted]@nrp.doe.gov
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 11:41 AM
To: [redacted] CIV DODHRA DMDC {US}
Subject: JPAS Data Request

Thank you for assisting on this matter. To complete the background for our request, please be advised that on Sept 25, 2013, SECNAV tasked Admiral John Richardson to conduct an investigation into the fatal shooting of September 16 at the Washington Navy Yard. Admiral Richardson appointed me to the investigation team. My focus is on the execution and compliance with DON programs, policies, and procedures pertaining to personnel security as applied to Aaron Alexis. To that end, we are making three data requests:

1. Activities by JPAS user [redacted] on September 11, 2013. I previously provided the identifying information I had on her (SSAN and DOB).

2. JPAS transactions, including view of record, for Aaron Alexis from January 1, 2011 until September 15, 2013. We do not require information on the day of the shooting as our look is a retrospective one.

3. JPAS record, if any, for two individuals from the Experts. I believe the only Cage Code number the Experts have is [redacted]. The named individuals are: [redacted]
Thanks again for your assistance. I look forward to your reply.

Best regards,

[Redacted]
Director
Security and Safeguards Division
Naval Reactors

[Redacted]